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题范文专项练习】 Topic77：你是否认为男女同学不应该在同

一个学校？ Topic77 Do you agree or disagree with the following

statement? Boys and girls should attend separate schools. Use specific

reasons and examples to support your answer.［托福参看范文之

一］Topic: 77Should boys and girls attend separate schools? This

question is very arguable. Before rendering my opinion, let’s

consider the advantages for boys and girls to attend separate schools.

Since boys and girls are different in many ways, they have different

hobbies and the ways to learn new things. If they attend separate

schools, the education can be more efficient because the school can

teach them differently according to their personalities. But the

disadvantages of it is greater.While boys and girls attend separate

schools, there’re few chances for them to communicate with

opposite sexes, which will become a handicap for them to

communicate with each other in their future. As far as I concerned,

boys and girls should not attend separate schools. Among countless

reason one can think of, the first and foremost reason is that people

should have experience with opposite sex when they are in school,

because in a society there’re both males and females, people have

to learn how to communicate with the opposite sex, which is a

essential factor for people to succeed.Moreover, people have to learn

from opposite sex. For example, while females should learn



braveness from males, males should learn carefulness from females.

In addition, in a family, to learn from opposite sex becomes more

important to keep the family harmonious. In addition, the

knowledge of opposite sex is also important, without such

knowledge, dealing with the relationships with opposite sex becomes

extremely difficult especially after one’s married.Finally, as we can

see, it’s definitely important for boys and girls to attend schools

together, so that they can learn from each other, communicate with

each other and they can know each other well, which is very valuable

for their future.Topic: 77Nowadays, some may hold the opinion that

boys and girls should attend separate schools, others have a negative

attitude. As far as I am concerned, I agree that boys and girls should

go to separate schools. My arguments for this point are listed as

follows.I agree with the statement since single-sex education provide

a environment for boys and girls to concentrate on their study.

Research shows that a single-sex school environment can eliminate

the distraction from members of the opposite sex, and therefore is

academically beneficial to students.Girls in an all-female school can

establish self-esteem, and avoid the situation faced by young women

in co-ed schools such as struggle to survive emotionally. They will be

able to focus more on their academic curriculum, sometimes

specifically designed, and prepare for their future education and

career. The single-sex setting eliminates social distractions and allows

for better concentration on academics.Another reason why I agree

with the above statement is that traditional gender stereotypes are

often reinforced in single-sex academies. Boys tended to be taught in



more regimented, traditional and individualistic fashion and girls in

more nurturing, cooperative and open environments. This will

develop their virtue and prepare them for their future roles in the

society.Taking into account of all these factors, we may reach the

conclusion that boys and girls should attend separate schools. Of

course, there are also disadvantages of single-gender education, and

simply separating boys and girls does not always improve the quality

of education. A lot of efforts should be made to ensure that a

single-gender education system be successful implemented. 100Test 
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